Mesorolnica induced exacerbation of ulcerative colitis
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Abstract
5-Aminosalicylic acid (5-ASA) compounds occasionally exacerbate diarrhoea in patients with inflammatory bowel disease. This is thought to be due to a secretory mechanism in most cases. A patient with presumed intolerance to sulphasalazine and 5-ASA preparations who developed endoscopic and histological evidence of disease relapse after a rectal challenge with mesorolnica is reported.
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Sulphasalazine and other 5-aminosalicylic acid (5-ASA) compounds are extensively used in the management of ulcerative colitis. There are several reports of exacerbations of diarrhoea because of sulphasalazine1–3 and 5-ASA compounds.4–7 The mechanism of the diarrhoea in most cases is thought to be reduced small intestinal salt and water absorption.8–10 True exacerbations of colitis with sulphasalazine have been well documented,1 2 and confirmed on rectal challenge in one patient.3 This paradoxical effect of sulphasalazine has been attributed to the sulphapyridine moiety. Ulcerative colitis can also sometimes be exacerbated by non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and these agents occasionally cause acute colitis in a previously normal colon.11–13 We can find only one well documented report of a patient with ulcerative colitis where blood-stained diarrhoea was precipitated by a 5-ASA compound alone,5 and now describe a patient where rectal challenge precipitated an immediate disease relapse.

Case report
A previously fit 30 year old man presented with diarrhoea and rectal bleeding in 1983. This episode responded to sulphasalazine which was stopped by the patient on remission of symptoms. The drug was recommenced for an exacerbation the following year but aggravated diarrhoea and bleeding. Sigmoidoscopy showed oedematous mucosa with contact bleeding and rectal biopsy specimens were consistent with ulcerative colitis. A barium enema was reported as normal. He responded to treatment with oral and rectal corticosteroids but was lost to follow up for eight years.

A further relapse was treated with oral and rectal corticosteroids in 1992 and the patient was discharged on Eudragit ‘S’ coated mesorolnica (Asacol) which he could not tolerate. He was subsequently given slow release mesorolnica (Pentasa) followed by a new Eudragit ‘L’ coated 5-ASA preparation (Salofalk) but each seemed to exacerbate his diarrhoea and bleeding. He responded subsequently to corticosteroids on each occasion.

5-ASA CHALLENGE
By February 1994 the patient had been asymptomatic on no treatment for four months. It was considered important for his future management to confirm objectively the nature of his intolerance to 5-ASA compounds. We therefore decided to give him a rectal challenge with mesorolnica. Flexible sigmoidoscopy undertaken before the challenge showed loss of vascular pattern and mild erythema only. Biopsy specimens were taken from the descending colon, mid sigmoid colon, and the rectum. After informed consent, he received a single mesorolnica suppository (230 mg), and he developed bloodstained diarrhoea four hours later. Repeat flexible sigmoidoscopy the following week showed confluent disease activity at least up to the descending colon, with granular mucosa and contact haemorrhage. Biopsy specimens were taken from the same three sites for comparison with the prechallenge samples.

HISTOLOGY
All pre-challenge biopsy specimens showed features of chronic ulcerative colitis in remission, with an increase in chronic inflammatory cells in the lamina propria and distortion of the crypt architecture, but no evidence of neutrophil polymorph infiltration or appreciable mucus depletion.

All three specimens taken after challenge showed active inflammation with a diffuse infiltrate of neutrophil polymorphs in the lamina propria that extended into the crypt epithelium, especially in the basal half of the mucosa where there was also mucus depletion (Figure). No crypt abscesses were seen and there were no granulomas. Neither eosinophil nor epithelial apoptosis were increased in comparison with the pre-challenge specimens. While the histological appearances clearly showed active inflammation in the specimens taken after mesorolnica, there were no specific pointers to a drug induced lesion as opposed to a relapse of ulcerative colitis.

Discussion
Watery diarrhoea occurs in up to 15% of...
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Figure: (A) Histological appearances of sigmoid colon following mesalazine challenge. There is diffuse acute on chronic mucosal inflammation with architectural distortion and goblet cell depletion (haematoxylin and eosin ×80). (B) Intracytoplasm neutral polymorphs are present in the basal zone (haematoxylin and eosin ×200).

Patients given 5-ASA in the form of olsalazine. This side effect is thought to be secondary to the inhibition of ileal and colonic Na+ K+ ATPase which leads to reduced absorption and increased secretion of water thus increasing the fluid load to the colon. The phenomenon occurs more frequently in patients with extensive rather than with more limited colonic involvement.

Most reports of gastrointestinal intolerance to sulphasalazine and 5-ASA compounds describe systemic features including fever, nausea, vomiting, and rashes. Some of these features are considered to be manifestations of an allergic response rather than drug induced disease exacerbations. By contrast, the onset of symptomatic relapse in our patient was accompanied by very little systemic upset. Endoscopic and histologically confirmed relapse was induced by a single suppository of mesalazine and there was no clinical or histological evidence of a specific drug reaction.

We presume that exacerbation of disease in the more proximal colon was due to haematogenous spread of mesalazine absorbed by the rectal mucosa.

Research into the mechanisms of this rare 5-ASA induced paradoxical disease exacerbation may shed light on the more usual remission inducing and relapse preventing properties of these drugs in ulcerative colitis.
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